How To Use a Single E-mail for NFe & Cancellation Messages in SAP
GRC NFE Inbound B2B Interface

Applies to:
SAP GRC NFE 1.0, SAP Process Integration 7.0 / 7.1, For more information, visit the Governance, Risk,
and Compliance homepage.

Summary
By default, the inbound B2B interfaces of the SAP GRC NFE solution require each one a separate
configuration scenario in Integration Directory of SAP PI, making it necessary to use separate
communication channels for each message type, e.g. use different e-mail accounts for receiving NF-e and
Cancellation messages. This article explains how to enable the solution to work with a single inbound
interface for both types of messages, through some few modifications on SAP PI objects & configuration,
making it possible to use a single e-mail to receive both the incoming NF-e and Cancellation XML messages.
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Introduction
Besides the government communication interfaces, the SAP GRC NFE solution includes several interfaces
for the exchange of XML documents between the company and its Business Partners (suppliers and
customers).
The set of B2B interfaces includes both Outbound and Inbound interfaces. The Outbound B2B interfaces are
triggered after the government authorization process and are meant to send the NF-e XML messages to the
invoice receivers (e.g. customers). The Inbound B2B interfaces, on the other hand, are the ones used in the
other branch of the business process, when the company receives the NF-e XML messages from the invoice
sender (e.g. suppliers).
For the receiving process, there are two Inbound B2B scenarios: one for receiving NF-e XML messages
(NFB2B) and another one to receive Cancellation XML messages (CFB2B). This means that it is necessary
to configure two inbound scenarios, one for each possible inbound interface.
However, there are some adapters which require one communication channel for each interface that is being
processed, for example the Sender Mail adapter. In this case, it would be necessary to keep two separate
communication channels to be able process these two interfaces. And since each communication channel
would pool just one type of XML message (interface), it would be necessary to maintain two e-mail accounts:
one to receive just NF-e XML messages and another to receive just cancellation XML messages. This would
increase the maintenance efforts as well as the complexity of the integration between the company and its
suppliers and customers (in case the customer is sending a return NF-e).
This article presents a simple alternative to avoid the usage of duplicated communication channels, by
realizing simple customizations in the inbound interfaces. This procedure doesn’t change the standard
objects anyhow, so there is no impact to maintenance coverage or during the application of Support
Packages.

Preparation
SLD Configuration
In the SLD, it is necessary to create a Software Component Version (SWCV) that will include our custom
developments. However, in order to make our job a lot easier and avoid redefining standard objects which
we’ll not change, it is possible to add the standard SLL-NFE SWCV as a dependency of our customer
SWCV. This way, we’ll be able to refer to all objects in the standard SWCV in our custom objects.
In order to add a dependency, go to the SLD home page and click on Software Components (under the
Software Catalog section). Browse your custom SWCV and, on the Dependencies tab, search and include
the standard SLL-NFE SWCV, as pictured below. The Dependency Context is not really important for us, so
you can leave it in the default option (Installation Time dependency).
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Note: Make sure that your SLD CR Content Version is at least 3.10, or else you won’t be able to see the SAP NFE
Product and Software Components in the SLD Software Catalog. In order to check that, go to the SLD home page
-> Administration -> Details -> Data tab and check the SAP CR Content Version value.

Finally, it is also necessary to create the Business Systems in SLD that will be part of the integration
process. At least, you need the Business System of the GRC NFE System (as described in the NFE
configuration guide).
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Implementation
The idea behind this procedure is to find a way to process different XML messages which are received
through the same e-mail account (and, consequently, are related to the same outbound Message Interface).
The main consideration to be done here is that, by default, PI does not realize any payload validation in the
incoming message. The only scenario where there is a payload dependency with the message processing is
when there is content based routing which requires a specific field to exist in the payload.
However, it is possible to define content-based routing which in a “generic” way that makes it possible to
process different XML messages through the same processing pipeline.
The sole requirement that makes this scenario possible and that we need to consider is that the interface
mapping, even though it always has the same outbound interface (the NF-e one), may have two possible
outputs: the NF-e or the Cancellation inbound interfaces. Since there is no interface mapping between the
Incoming B2B NFE outbound interface and the Incoming B2B Cancellation inbound interface, we need to
make a simple modification on the standard interface mapping for the cancellation scenario.
The details are described below.
Integration Repository
Since we’ve added the standard SLL-NFE SWCV as a dependency of our customer SWCV, we can create
modified versions of the standard objects without actually modifying the standard SWCV. For more details,
check the Modifying Objects reference below.
Once you’ve added the dependency, a new Basis Objects node should appear in your custom SWCV, right
below your namespaces & Imported Objects. Within this new node, you can find all the standard objects in
the SLL-NFE SWCV, however here they’re included in your custom SWCV. It’s more or less like if the
system had automatically created Z versions of all standard objects within your custom SWCV.
The only change that needs to be performed in the Integration Repository, as explained above, is to modify
the Incoming B2B Cancellation Outbound interface.
Interface Mapping
Go to the CFB2B_enhProcCancNFe_TO_enhProcCancNFe interface mapping in the Basis Objects node.
Enter into Edit mode and click on Modify. In the Source Interface list, change the existing default interface
(CFB2B_procCancNFe_OB) for the NFB2B_procNFe_OB message interface. You can leave the SWCV as
the default one (which should be your custom SWCV).
Save your interface mapping, click on Modify again and activate it. It should look something like this:
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Integration Directory
In the Integration Directory, transfer the NFB2B_WebAS_Inbound_B2B_NFe Integration Scenario into a
Configuration Scenario, as you would do normally. This scenario doesn’t need to be changed anyhow. The
Communication Channel may also be configured normally as it would be for a simple Incoming NFE
interface.
After the configuration for the Incoming B2B NFE scenario is complete, it is just necessary to include the
routing to the Cancellation inbound interface; we’ll be using the same configuration scenario for that, by just
modifying some objects, as described below.
Interface Determination
Now that the Interface Mapping is modified, it is possible to select it in the Interface Determination for the
NFE scenario. However, the idea is not to replace the standard receiver interface & interface mapping, but
rather to include another receiver interface (and respective interface mapping) for the cancellation scenario,
and to define conditions that will route the message either to one or the other receiver interface.
Open the Interface Determination object for the Incoming B2B NFE scenario. It should include one entry in
the Configured Inbound Interfaces list: NFB2B_enhProcNFe_IB (with associated Interface Mapping
NFB2B_procNFe_TO_enhProcNFe). Add another line in the list and input the following content:
Inbound Interface Name:

CFB2B_enhProcCancNFe_IB

Inbound Interface Namespace: http://sap.com/xi/NFE/005a
Click on the Input Help button for the Interface Mapping data for this new line. It should bring the Interface
Mapping that we had modified above:
Interface Mapping Name:

CFB2B_enhProcCancNFe_TO_enhProcCancNFe

Interface Mapping Namespace: http://sap.com/xi/NFE/005a
Interface Mapping SWCV:

<your custom SWCV>;

After you have included the receiver interface & interface mapping for the cancellation inbound interface, it is
necessary to maintain the routing conditions that will make the attachment from the e-mail flow through one
or the other receiver interface.
In the Condition column, click on the Input Help button for the first row (the default one, related to the
NFB2B_enhProcNFe_IB receiver interface) to open the Condition Editor screen. Click on the Input Help
button for the Left Operand first entry to open the Expression Editor screen.
The condition that we are going to use cannot be dependent on particular fields of the payload (given that the
payload can be different, since we’re working with different messages in the same communication channel).
Select the XPath radio button (if not selected by default) and enter the following expression in the XPath
Expression field:
/p1:nfeProc
Click on Ok. Back to the Condition Editor screen, select the “EX” Operator (Op. column) from the dropdown
list. Clink on Ok. Repeat the same procedure to the second row of the list (the one related to the
CFB2B_enhProcCancNFe_IB receiver interface), but this time enter the following expression in the XPath
Expression field:
/p1:procCancNFe
After you’ve finished, save and activate the object. It should look like this:
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Tip: if you can’t see the Condition column, add a third line and then remove it. This should make the
column to be displayed.
Receiver Agreement
After manually including a new receiver interface to the Interface Determination, we need to manually create
a Receiver Agreement related to that interface.
In order to save time, we can base the new Receiver Agreement creation on the data of the already existing
one (for the NFB2B_enhProcNFe_IB interface). Right-click on it and select Copy Object. In the Copy
Receiver Agreement screen, change the interface for the Inbound Interface we have added to the Interface
Determination (CFB2B_enhProcCancNFe_TO_enhProcCancNFe). In the Add To Scenario field, choose the
configuration scenario that you have created for the Inbound B2B NFE process. Click on Copy.
Activate all your changes. The new receiver agreement should look like this:
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Testing
In order to test the scenario, it would be possible to send two emails to the same account (configured in the
Sender Communication Channel). However, to make it easier, we will use the Test Message tab of the
Integration Engine component, in the Runtime Workbench.
Just insert the information to test the NFE Inbound scenario, as shown below, and paste the content of the
<nfeProc> XML message.

Tip: make sure to fill the Receiver Party & Service (the Party and Business Service that is used in the B2B
communication, not the internal receiver Business System for A2A).
Fill the password and send the message. It’ll simulate the sending from a communication channel and should
be updated to the Incoming NFE Monitor of SAP NFE.

To test the Cancellation, just change the payload of the test message above for the <procCancNFe> XML
message which would be sent from a supplier. Even with the same input data (sender party, service &
interface), due to the conditional routing, it’ll automatically be pointed to the correct receiver interface and
mapping, and should also appear ok in the Incoming NFE monitor.
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Further Considerations
Besides the standard functionalities of feeding the Incoming NFe table (which is shown in the Incoming NFe
Monitor) and storing the XML files in Knowledge Provider (KPro), it is sometimes desirable to have extra
functionalities in the Incoming NFe scenario.
Below, there are some simple suggestions to further enhance this scenario with SAP PI capabilities.
Multiple Attachments
By default, the XI Mail Receiver adapter will work with just one attachment as the main payload. Hence,
when feeding the Incoming NFe interfaces, just one of the attachments would be transferred to GRC NFE.
This is not a big problem, since it is possible to request your suppliers to send one attachment per e-mail
(just like SAP NFE works in the outbound side). However, it may be desirable to have multiple attachments
when the supplier does this manually or in order to reduce the number of internet communications. In order
to implement this with GRC NFE, it is possible to make use of a simple Mail-PI-File scenario prior to the
actual Incoming NFe scenario.
First, you would configure a simple Mail to File scenario, selecting the Keep Attachments flag in the Sender
Mail communication channel. In the Receiver File channel, just configure a local folder where the Mail
attachments (supposedly, all of them must be valid NFe or Cancellation XML messages) will be saved to.
You could create a simple Business Service to represent the System where the file folder will be placed.
In the standard Incoming NFe scenario, configure the sender adapter as a Sender File communication
channel. This channel would be the one that goes in the Transfer Integration Scenario wizard. The sender
system in this case would be the Business Service mentioned above, not the actual B2B Party.
With this simples set up, it is possible to persist all Mail attachments and read them, 1 by 1, into the incoming
NFe scenario.
Error message back to the Sender
Sometimes, especially when the suppliers that send you the XML messages do it manually, it is possible to
receive several garbage messages with wrongly attached or wrongly encoded files or even messages
without any attachments at all. For such cases, it would be desirable to send error messages back to the
mail sender informing about the errors.
This would require two things:
I. the persistence of the Sender mail (“From” field); this is done by marking both the Set Adapter-Specific
Message Attributes and Variable Transport Binding flags in the Sender Mail communication channel.
II. an orchestrated integration scenario, otherwise known as BPM (or cc-BPM, from cross component
Business Process Management), in PI. The idea is to create such a BPM that would be executed prior to the
Incoming NFe scenario. The message flow would be:
1. From B2B Party (Mail Sender adapter) to BPM
2. From BPM, it would be possible to have two outputs:
2.1. Error message back to Mail Sender
2.2. Normal NFe (or Cancellation) message to GRC NFE.
It would be possible to use one single BPM to both NFe and Cancellation messages, using some decision
logic in the mapping and generic interfaces (e.g. a message with the XML as a string and simple identifiers,
such as the NFe Access Key (NFe Id) and a field to identify whether it is an NFe or Cancellation Message). It
would be easier to implement to use two separate BPMs, though.
Within the BPM itself, it could have the following design:
1. Receiver Step, that would receive the incoming message;
2. Block step, within which you define an exception (related to the Invalid Mail Content); then create an
exception branch and associate it to this exception. The other steps would be like this
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2.1. Normal branch:
2.1.1.

Transformation step, which would include a Java Mapping that would map the incoming
message to the generic interface (a Java Mapping is necessary in order to map “anything”
(NFe or Cancellation XML) to the <xml> string field; a check for empty or invalid payload can
be implemented within the mapping, which would forcedly thrown an exception). Associate any
exception of this Transformation Step with the Exception defined within the Block step;

2.1.2.

Send step, which would send the generic message described above to the possible
receivers (the interface determination (and related mappings, could be done externally to the
BPM, as described throughout this article);

2.2. Exception branch:
2.2.1.

Transformation Step, which would include a mapping (Message or Java Mapping) that would
read the Sender Mail information (From field) from the Adapter Specific Message Attribute with
Technical Name SHeaderFROM and namespace http://sap.com/xi/XI/System/Mail (check the
Configuring the Sender Mail Adapter reference below for more details);

2.2.2.

Send Step, which would send the error message (it could even include some error detail)
back to the original mail sender.

With these developments, and by configuring it properly in Integration Directory, it would be possible to have
such kind of persistence and failsafe mechanism.
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